Prep & Packing Suggestions
Coming equipped with what you need helps to make for an enjoyable camping experience. You may not need everything listed
below (for example if you’re bringing prepared foods or eating out). The list is not exhaustive so space has been added for you to
add to the list.

General/Camp Site

Sleeping/Personal Maintenance

Notes: Firewood is supplied. Convertible bench/tables by the
campfire seat 4 people at one time.

Notes: There are two sites for your own tents, if you wish to
use them in addition to the Yurt accommodation,.

 flashlights and/or lanterns (don’t rely on smartphone

 sleeping bags, pillows, blankets*
 underpads or air matresses (not a necessity but floor is

flashlight apps… you’ve been warned)










spare batteries for flashlights/lanterns

hard; you’ll have a better sleep!)

additional seating, if needed (folding chairs etc)
campfire supplies (marshmallows, s’mores, popcorn, etc)
cards/games diversions
bags for garbage, recycling*











towels
clothing for expected weather conditions + spares
toiletries
sunscreen
insect repellant or bug hats/shirts, etc (Jun-Aug)
hand sanitizer, wipes, & other COVID protective supplies

*This is a rural area with infrequent and limited waste pickup.
Please take garbage & recycling with you when you leave.

*The yurt is a sweet tent, but it is a tent so nighttime temp
inside will be within a few degrees of the temp outside.

Cooking/Eating/Drinking

Hiking/Nature Appreciation

Notes: Drinking water, washing water and ice (quantity may
be limited) are supplied.

Notes: There are 4km of trails on the property, through varied forest woodlands, for your private use… “It’s like having a
your own personal park” 
















coolers/food/drinks
plates/bowls/cups/etc
cutlery
paper towels
plastic wrap/foil/zip-loc bags/etc.
camp stove and/or portable BBQ
camp stove fuel (e.g., propane)
pots/pans/etc
cooking utensils
eco-friendly dish soap







nature guidebooks
binoculars (also good for night-time skywatching)
water bottles
bug hats or bug shirts, if you get bugged by bugs
hats - those with all-around brims (e.g., “Tilley hat” style)
are best for minimizing insect nuisance)





washing up tub
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